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ANTIAIRCRAFT
JAPANESE 3-INCH ANTIAIRCRAFT GUN, MODEL 10
The J apanese 3-inch antiaircraft gun, Model10 (1921), is a navaltype weapon. Because it is a habit of the Japanese to classify their
guns on the nearest whole centimeter size of the bore, they list this
piece as an 8-cm 40-caliber high angle gun. H owever, the exact
diameter of the bore is 3 inches (76.2 mm).

a. Description
The gun is mounted on a conical steel base which permits 360°
traverse. The traversing gear, located on the right side of the carriage, operates on the worm and wormwheel principle. Two platforms, one on either side of and attached to the mount, allow the
operators to move with the gun as it is traversed.
The gw1 is of built-up construction and is fitted with a hand-oper·ated, vertical, sliding breech block. The recoil is within a cylindrical tube, i11 a manner similar to the recoil of the U. S. 75-mm tank
gw1. A guide on the bottom of the tube rides in a groove, preventing
rotation of the barrel. The trunnions are to the rear of the barrel,
and muzzle preponderance is compensated for by an equilibrator
which is located inside the pedestal.
The buffer and recuperator are situated on top of the barrel. They
appear to operate on the oil and spring system, having what seems
to be a small oil reservoir on top of the buffer.
The elevating gear operates on the pinion and arc system and provides for approximately -5° to +75° elevation. The gun is laid
in elevation from the left side.
A telescopic ight is motmted on each side of the gun . On the left
side is a series of drums and disks, believed to be employed for the
purpose of setting lateral deflection, vertical deflection, slant range
to 7800 meters, and super elevation. The gtm is fired by the gtm
pointer on the left s.i de of the piece.
On the right side of the piece there appears to be a frame for an
electrical system. This is believed to be a data transmission device
for use when firing datn is supplied by the director. Firing data
to include slant range, speed, angle of approach , and fuze range,
apparently are furnished from sources other than the sights attached
to the piece.
I Vi
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Markings on the fire control disk on the left side of the gun indica te
that the muzzle velocity is approximately 2,200 f/ s.

ANTITANK
GERMAN 42j 28-MM TAPER BORE ANTITANK GUN

b. Ohamcte?-istics
Cali bPr__ _________ _______________ __________ __ ___ 3.00 in.
Diameter uor uetween groo,·es ------------------ 3.07;::; in.
Over-all length of barrel and breech ring ___________ 10ft 8'h in.
L ength of barre'------------------------ --------- 0 ft 6 in.
Traverse ___________ _________ ______ ______________ 360".
Ele>ation ___________ ________________ ________ ____ -{)" to + 7i:i".
Length of chambeL ________ ___ ______ _____ ___ _____ ] ft 8 in .
l\Iuzzle velocity _______ _____ ------------- -------- 2200 f / s.
l\Iaximum vertica I range _________ _________ ____ ___ :!5.000 ft ( e ·Umn ted)l\Iaximum effecti\e •ertil'al r:Ingr _________________ 12.000 i't (estimnted).
Rate of fire ____________ __ __________ ________ __ ____ 20 rpm ( estimn ted)Length of cartrid ge <.:a. e____________ ___
16.1 in.
L ength of complete round ________ ____ ____________ 2ft -±in.
Weight of projectile and fuze _____________________ 12 lbs 11 oz .
Length of projectile (less fuze l ------- ------------ 9.3 in.
Length of projectile (with f uze) __ __ _______________ 12%, in.

Additional information is now available concerning the 42-mm
le Pak 41 German antitank gun w·hich '>as described briefly in Tactical and T echnical T?'ends, o. 37, p. 4.
The weapon is a ta perecl bore, 42-mm to 2 -mm emergent caliber
gun, mounted on a modified 37-mm Pak carriage. This carriage is
designed for one-man control of aiming, elevating, traversing and
firing. It is of the plit trail type but unlike the 37 -mm Pak it hns
a spaced armor shield and i provided with torsion bar type springing.
No muzzle brake is u eel.
Data:

Estimated muzzle velocity (APl ------ ------ 4100 f/s.
Rate of fire ___ __ _____________ ___ ___ ________ 10 to 12 rounds per minute.
Over-all length of barrel, including breech 7 ft -±¥! ln.
ring.
Length of rifling ___________________________ 5 ft 7 in.
H eight of bore from ground __ __ ____ _______ __ 2ft. 2% in.
Elevation, maximum ________ __ _____ ________ +19"45'.
Depression, maximum __ ____ ____ __ __________ -8"
Traverse-------------- ----------------- --Diameter of wheels with tires _____ ___ ______
Tires, combat_ ____________________________
Length of h·ails __________ ______ _____ ___ ___
Over-all length, travelling position ____ _____
OYer-all width, over hubs ________ __ ________
Over-all height, top of shield _____ __ _______ _
Breech block____________________ __________
Recoil mechanisllL------------------------Weight in a ction __________________________

60".
2ft 8% in.
6.00 x 20.
7ft 3 in.
13ft.
5 ft 5% in.
3 ft 111h in.
Horizontal sliding.
Constant, hydro-spring h1be.
990 lbs.

The gun fu'es both AP and HE ammunition. The projectiles are of
the skirted type used in the other taper-bore AT guns. Details are
shown in the accompanying sketch. A elm wing of the gtm was printed
in Issue No. 37 of this publication.
The gun barrel is of mono bloc construction. It can be removed from
the carriage quickly and easily. The barrel is held in the breech ring
by two rows of interrupted tlu·eacls and it is held down at the forward
end of the slipper by a light, spring-steel strnp. The strap is tightened
by means of a quick action lever on the right side.
The firing mechanism is a combination percu sion inertia type.
The recoil mechanism is housed in the cradle which is identical with
the 37-mm Pak. The buffer cylinder recoils with the barrel. The
piston rod, secured to the front of the cradle, remains stationary. Two
recuperator springs, which hold the gun in battery position, surround
the buffer cylinder and are further compressed during recoil between
JA.PAl~ESE
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the retaining ring at the front end of the buffer cylinder and the retaining collar fixed at the rear of the cradle. The buffer rod is centrally fixed to th~ rear of the buffer cylinder and slides in the hollow
piston rod. The piston rod slides through a stuffing box which is fitted
at the forward end of the buffer cylinder.

GERMAN PARALLEL BOREn ANTITl\N

GlJNS;- ,

Recent reports make available comparative data conceming the
muzzle velocity, projectile weight and equipment weight of the parallel
bore antitank guns u eel by the German army. Of the weapons listed
in the :following table. tlU'ee nre of non-German origin. They are the
47-mm Pak (t) (Czech), the 75-mm Pak 97/ 38 (French) and the
1.62-cm Pak 36 (Soviet). The comparative data is as follo·ws:
W eapon

;\IY (AP)

37-mm Pak ___ _____ __ __
50-mm Pak 38 __ ___ , __
75-mm Pak 40 ________
88-m.m Pak 43 ________
47-mm Pak (t) _______ _
75-mm Pak 97/ 38 _ _____
7.62-cm Pak 36 (r) _____

2,690
2,700
2,520
3,400
2,540
1,870
2,430

ff s ___ _________ ___ _
f fs _______________ _
Cfs ________ ___ ___ _
f/s (estimated) ____ _
£fs _____ __________ _
ffs ____ __________ __
ffs ______ ____ ____ __

W eight of AP
projectile

Pounds
1. 50
4. 58
15. 00
21 to 22
3. 64
14. 00
16. 72

W eigbtol
equipment

Pounds
96
2. 016
3, 350
9, 856
1, 288
2, 688
3,808

ARMORED
GERMAN TANK TRENDS

L.Pak 41
435g
G.U.R.P-A05(31·5)
dbg4l/8.463
Pbs 27·12-41(1
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Although tmcon.firmeclreport. of new German heavy tanks continue
to be received it is indicated that the principal German tanks likely
to be met in the near future are till Panther, Tiger and Pz. Kp:fw. 4.
There is, l10-n·ever, a new -mm (3.46-in) tank gun, Kw. K. 43. with
an A. P. performance greatly superior to the 88-mm Kw. K. 36 ''hich,
according to reliable information, it \ril.l supersede as the main armament o:f the Tiger tank. It is believed that the Tiger turret will have
to be redesigneel to some extent before this can take place, and no
doubt other impro•ement and modifications will be made at the same
time. No other major development in Panther or Tiger has come
to light during the last six months, apart from the fitting of a slightly
more powerful engine in both of them ( 690 H. P. in. tead o:f 642 H. P.).
The main benefit from this slight increase will be a better margin of
power and impro' eel engine life. Maximum speed will only go up
about 2--3 m. p. h.
Face-hardened armor, which was not used on early Tiger tanks, has
reappeared on certain plates of at least one Panther. On other
Panthers only machineable quality armor is used. There is no reason to believe that face-hardening 'Yotdcl sub tantially improye the
1·esistance o:f the armor to penetration by Briti sh capped shot, but it
is possible that it may be more effective against Soviet projectile .
5

Whereas the Pz. Kpfw. 4 might have been expected to luwe gradually
dropped out as the necessary quantity of Panther tanks became available, there actually wa a sharp rise in the rate of its production
during 1943.
At the same time, the front armor of Pz. Kpfw. 4 has been reinforced
from 50-mm (1.97-in) to 80-mm (3.15-in) by bolting additional armor
to the nose and front vertical plates, and the 75-mm (2.95-in) gun
Kw. K. 40 ha been lengthened by about 14% inches. These developments seem to indicate that Pz. Kpfw. 4 is likely to remain in service
for many months.
All this i reflected in recent organization evidence. Last autumn
the evidence on provi ·ional organization for the German tank regiment in the armored di,·ision indicated that the aim was a ratio of
approximately four Panther tanks for ead; Pz. ~ p \L -± :now, however,
the standard tank regiment consists of approximately equal numbers
of the§ie two types.
The pos ibility of Tiger prodnction having been eli. continued has
been considered~ but although this would relieve the pressure on existing capacity. it is thought that sufficient tanks of thi type to fill the
needs of unit· equipped with them are still being produced.
Pz.Kpfw. Tigers form an integral part of clivi ·ional tank regiments
only inS. S. armored diYisions; armored di,·isions of the Army may
ho-we-ver, recein an allotment of Tigers for special operations.
A number of Pz.Kpf\Y. 3' · con vetted to flamethrower tanks appeared
early this year in Italy, but it is believed that production of this tank
ceased some time ago. Some of the assembl)' firm s which produced
Pz.Kpfw. 3' in the pa t are now making assa ult guns and others are
probably producing Panthers. It i in ever~v \Yay unlikely that production of Pz.Kpf,...-. 3 as a fighting tank will be resumed, however
serious the German tank situation may become in the future.
During the last two years the Germans have progressively reduced
the number of vision openings and ports in the hulls and turrets of
their tanks. thus eliminating weaknesses in their armor at the cost of
all round vision. The conseqnent increase in the blind area su rrounding each tank must have contributed towards the success of Soviet
guerillas and partisans armed with grenades oil bombs demolition
char.ges and the like; In any event, the German: haYe recently gone
to con iderable lengths to proYicle an effective an wer to this form of
attack. For example, they have fitted the Tiger with S-mine discharger which are electrically fired from inside the tank. They are
motmted on the superstructure roof and are designed to project a
shrapnel anti-personnel mine which bursts in the air a few yards away
from the tank. They have so far onl~r been seen on Tiger. but there is
no reason why their use ~hould not be extended to other German tanks.
Another mea ure. apparently intenlled for proteetion against hollow
charge projectiles and the tungsten carbide cored .A. P. bullet of the
6

Soviet m1titank rifle, is the fitting of mild steel skirting plates about
1,4 inch thick on the .·ides of the hull and, in thecae of Pz.Kpfw. 4,
suitably spaced from the sides and rear of the turret also.
Finally these skirting plates as well as the hull and turrets of the
tanks themselves, are being coated with a sufficient thickness of
non-magnetic plaster to prevent magnetic demolition charo·es
from
0
adhering to the metal beneath.
There is no reliable eYidence of any basic new types of medium or
heavy tanJ~ likely to come into service during 194:4 and, while a new
tank is not quite impossible, it is probable that circumstances will force
the Germans to concentrate mainly on production and improvement of
current types, particularly Pz.Kpfw. Panther and 4.
There is some evidence that a new development of Pz.Kpfw. 2 wiJl
shortly appear as a reconnai ssance vehicle. It is sometimes referred
to in official documents as though it were an armored car and sometimes as though it were a tank.

GERMAN REMOTE CONTROLLED DEMOLITION
VEHICLES
Combat experience has demon trated that the Germans' vaunted
rem?te controlled demolition vehicle, Goliath, ha not been the effective weapon which its u ers claimed it to be. Not only is it Yery
vulnerable, but al so it is easily topped or even overturned by small
obstacles in the terrain. And it is usable only once, as its explosive
charge blows it up.

A DAi\lAGED GOLIATH, Llr E -CONTROLLED DE::.IOLITION VEHICLE.
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The Goliath is line controlled and in general appearance resembles a
miniature version of the type of tank used by the Allies in W odd
\Var I. The interior is divided into three compartments. In the
rear is a cable and drum, in the center the control mechanism, in the
forward compartment an explosive charge estimated to weigh slightly
less than 90 potmds.
The hull is 13-u-inch sheet ·teet and is yu]nerable to small arms ~re.
The track is conventional. Surrounded by the track, on each s1de
of the hull. are two compartments for an electric motor and a battery. A s~cond version, however, has been reported as driven by a
gasoline engine.
The vehicle is brought up from the rear by truck, and unloaded
into a two-wheeled cart -f or transport to the front line. It is normally directed from there loward an t-llt''" .} l.,.nk or pill box from any
sort of cover. On reaching the target, it is detonated by closing a
second circuit in the control cable.
Another tvpe of remote controlled demolition vehicle, the B-4.
is not expendable. Radio controlled, it is directed toward its targe~,
drops the time-fuzed explosive charge, and returns. The charge JS
fuzed to explode immediately the B-4 is out of range.

sections: driver's and radio compartment in front, and engine compartment in the rear. It is gasoline engine driven.
The suspension consists of two full tracks, each haYing front
sprockets, five bogies, and rear idler. There are no return rollers,
the track apparently returning along the top of the bogies.
The explosive charge is carried on the sloping front plate of the
vehicle, and is reported to consist of 00 pounds of TNT. It is
lowered either by radio control, or by a trip mechanism which operates
when the B-4 i reversed.
The operator normally drives the vehicle, manually, to the nearest
possible point to the target. H ere he eli ·mounts, carrying with him
the transmitter portion of the radio control. Thence, from suitable
cover, he directs the .further progress of the vehicle toward the
target, which is normally an emplacement or pillbox. ·when the
B-4 has reached the target, he operates the controls which cause the
vehicle to drop its load of explosive, and to reverse.
An optional self-destructive device is incorporated to prevent
capture.

PROTECTIVE COATING FOR ARMOR
The latest information concerning the protective coating against
magnetic charges which the Germans apply to the armor of their
tanks and assault guns states that the substance is called "Zimmerit."
A previous reference to the use of tllis material was published in
TMtical and T echnical T1·ends, No. 48, p. 12.
"Zimmerit" is applied in a thickness of about 4 mm and is hardened
by means of a blow torch after it has become dry. The following
quantities are required for various equipment:
A~sault gun ·------- ------------- --------------- Approximately 154 lbs.
Pz. Kpfw. -!_____ ___ __ ___ _________________ ______ Approximately 220 lbs.
Pz. Kpfw. 5 (Panther J ---------- ------- -------- Approximately 350 lbs.
Pz. Kpfw. 6 (Tiger) ____________________________ Approximately 440 lbs.

ARTILLERY
NOTES ON GERMAN ARTILLERY IN ITALY

THE B-4 RADIO-COKTROLLED DEMOLITION VEHICLE.

The hull of the B-4 vehicle, which is 12 feet in length, is poorly
\Yelded 8-mm plate. The vehicle has a sloping front on which the
charge rests before dropping. The interior is divided it-ito two main

8

A large percentage of enemy fire is adjusted after careful evaluation
of targets from observation posts. Also the enemy frequently establishes areas of defensive fires in front of his own lines, covering likely
routes of attack by our troops. When conditions warrant, the accuracy of these defensive fires is established by a. minimum of registering
rounds. These tactics are similar to the procedure of our divisional
artillery.

9
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On the lower Garigliano front the enemy s choice and manner of
engaging targets indicated no general ehange :from what 'va experienced on the Rapido river front. Ho"·ever, the effectiveness of adjustments was lessened by the comparative lack of flank OJ?s and by a
smaller number of meditm1 weapons with.in range for counterbattery
fire.
a.. Discu.~sion of Pa.rticula.r Types of Targ ets
(1) The enemy engaged targets principally in the afternoon when
the stm favored his observation and handicapped our ground allCl air
OPs which were primarily intere ted in identifying enemy guns.
(2) In the morning, w·hen sunlight was favorabl e for friendly
observation, several of om· OPs generally received some variety of neutralizing fire, usnally from 105-mm o · lig-11 ('t ' crrliber . Smoke was
employed occasionally.
(3) The infantry in defiladed areas received haras ing fire principally from small numbers of shells. Heavier concentrations of 20
to 60 rounds were received -in areas where the enemy may have seen
con iderable movement of troops. These concentration while not
numerous, were delivered generally at night. The calibers indicated
mixed light with some medimn. For ·ome time, high velocity 'Yea pons
sporadically shelled personnel movement in pre-sighted areas in the
Minturno environs. This shelling caused little damage.
(4) The enemy is sensitive and quick to bring interdiction fire on
exces vehicular movement. Restrictions on traffic have extensively
reduced this type of shelling. Interdiction indicating a pre-determined schedule was fired for se,' eral days on roads west of the
Garigliano River.
b. Uonclusions
(1) General deductions which have been drawn from several hundred shelling reports lead to conclusion s that the enemy will not attack
a target in a given manner each time it is presented. German OPs
maintain a constant and close surveillance of our territory and are
quick to react to movement which is judged to be a retmmerative target. However the enemy has not shown consistency in appraising the
Yalue of targets. This has been demonstrated by enemy reaction to
our traffic and personnel movement, and the activity of individual
batteries of our artillery. These targets are attacked ·with determination on one occasion, but at another time, although it is apparent that
the same conditions exist, only light harassing fire is used.
(2) It is rea sonably indicated that the enemy places more counterbattery fire on our medium and heavy artillery than is directed on the
Eght divisional weapons.
( 3) Since enemy employment of photographic intelligence was limited on the Garigli::mo front and since there was no good indication_
that sound ranging was being employed, counter-battery of our artil-
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lery was based principally on illformation from observed adjustment.
Camouflage and flash defilade repeatedly concealed our artillery, eYen
when well forward. Interdiction of important road junctions and
bridges was considerably lessened when smoke pots were employed.
However this screening many times interfered with our own visibility.
(4) The identification of our tanks or SP artillery will draw fire
immediately, and will receive constant harassing attention "-hich has
amounted to comparatively heavy concentrations of massed fire.

GERMAN 150-MM ROCKET PROJECTOR
The 150-mm Panze1'Werjer (armorel projector) 42 consists of two
hm·izontal rows of five tubes each, mounted at the rear of a lightly
armored semi-tracked vehicle on a tumtable. The gunner sits inside
the body of the vehicle, immediately below the turntable, with his head
in a shallow cupola. The rocket projectiles are the same as those used
in the 150-mm N ebelwerfer 41 (see Tactical and T echical T1'ends, o.
10, p. 23) and are fired electrically. A radio mast is usually carried on
the mount, near the driver's cab, and there is a light machine gun on
the roof of the cab.
General characteristics of the weapon are:
Length ( approx) __ __ _____ -- - - ------- -- - -- ------- 26 ft.
Weight ____ _____________________________________ 7 tons, 1680 ponnds.
Engine __ ___ _____________________ ___ ___________ _ 68 hp Opel.
Speed ___________ __________ __ ____________________ 24 mph.
AL'mor_ _________ ---- ------------------- --------- 6- 8 mm.

Crew __ ___________ __ __ ______ ________ ____ ___ ___ __ &
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of the box (±). A wire ( 5) is attached to a hook in the base of the
wooden block and to the eye of a pull-igniter Z.Z.35 ( 6). The pulligniter is held in a metal clamp in the cover of the box. Any nw>ement of the stick pulls the wire ( 5) and fires the igniter and charge.

IT ALlAN ANTIPERSONNEL MINES
A recent report supplies information regarding German Schii-Mines
and Italian 1-pound antipersonnel mines which are being encountered
in Italy. They are laid just below ground level, concealed by earth
sprinkled over the top, or sometimes the mines are laid on the sm·face
in rocky ground. There has been some confusion as to the correct
nomenclature of these mines. The designations "Italian A. P er.
Mine 1 lb", "Italian Antipersonnel B akeli te Mine", and "Italian A
Per. Mine 1 lb. (Wooden)" all refer to the same basic type of mine.
The type most recently encountered is made of wood, but available
reports indicate very little difference between it and the bakelite
type that is described here.

*

ENGINEERS
GERMAN STICK MINES
Information has been received that the Germans are attaching
:;,tick booby traps to steel Tellermines and to a new type of wooden
mine.
In one instance the Tellermine had a pull-igniter, Z.Z.35, screwed
into the side socket through a hole in a metal clamp. A three-foot
stick was attached to the clamp as shown in the accompanying sketch.
\. piece of wire was fastened to the bottom of the stick and to the
eye of the pull-igniter so that any movement of the stick tightened
the wire and fired the igniter and mine.
The German designation for the \Yooden mine ,-,ith stick attachment is B-Stabmine. The body of the mine consists of a wooden
box 10 x 6 x 31j2 inches. The initiating stick (1) (see accompanying
sketch) is fixed in the wooden block (2). The wooden block is
wedged into a base (3) which is rai ·eel on supports above the cover
12
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The mine consists of a rectangul ar bakelite box (1) (see accompanying sketch) containing a high explosive charge of 5YJ ounces of TNT.
The box has a hinged lid (2) . The charge ( 3) partly fiJls the box and
is held li1 position by the projection ( 4) . Around three sides of the
charge are deeply grooved fragmentation plates ( 5) .
The striker mechanism consists of the metal tube (6) which contains the striker (7) and the striker spring (8) . The detonator (9)
has a flange at its open end which holds it in position in the striker
tube, the flange being secured "between the perforated plug (10) and
the screwed locking ring ( 11).
The mine is armed by first cocki11g the spring (8). This is done
by pullli1g out the ring (12) and li1serting the actuating pin (13).
The detonator is next inserted in the striker tube and secured by the
locking ring (11 ).
The whole as embly i now li1serted in the box, with the detonator
fitted into a recess in the explosive charge. The flange (14) on the
striker tube is located inside the box while the actuating pin (13) is
outside and inserted upwards as indicated. Finally the lid is gently
closed until the edge opposite the hinge rests on the actuating pin .
The mine is thus armed and sensitive to a small pressure on the lid
which causes the latter to push out the pin (13) and release the
striker.

001 3 03 ° --4~----2
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GERMANS BUILD ECONOMICAL AT MINE
It is reported that the Germans have effected sub tantial economies
in defense against tank attack by producing a mine that requires less
explosive for a given area than any other type of antitank mine. As
an illustration of the extensive coverage made possible by the ne'''
mine, it is said that a double row 100 yards wide, comprising 66 of these
mines, gives the same coverage as a row of similar width compri sing
300 Tellermines of the T. Mi 42 or T . Mi 43 type. Use of the smaller
number of mines not only reduces the amount of rna teriel but it also
simplifies the task of mine laying.
The German designation of the new mine is R. Ll!i !,;J Sprengriegel
(bar mine) . Its general characteristics are :
Over-all length __________ ___________ _____ ____ 3Ph in.
Over-all width _______ _______ _____ _______ ____ 3%, in.
Height (laid)----- - - ---- - - --- - - -------- ----Total weight_ _______ _________ ______ ___ ___ ___
Color _____________ __________________ ________
Ma r kings (stencillecl in black on lid) ____ __ ____
Construction __ ______ __ ______ ________ ________
Thickness of casing ______________ ____________
Weight of charge ______ _____________________ _
Main igniters ________ __________ _____________

3% in.
20.5 lbs. (approx.).
L ight kbnki.
R. l\Ii 43.
Sheet steel (spot welded).
.04 in. (approx.).
8.8 lbs.
Type ZZ.42.

Firing pressure (ends)------ --------- - ------- 440 lbs.
Firing pressure (center) ______ __ ___________ __ 880 lbs.

To neutralize the mine, carefully lift the lid clear of the actuating
pin (13). Place a wire in inner hole (15) and lift out the whole
::tl'iker assembly. Unscrew the locking ril1g (11) and take out the
detonator.
NoTE: The striker assembly slips ea ily into the side of the mine
in a recess cut out to receive it. A corre ponding slot in the lid
enables the mine to be completely closed when ·the striker is not
cocked.
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T he mine consists of three main parts: a spot-welded sheet steel
tray (1)-see accompanying sket<lhes-which cont~ins an encased
charge of TNT (2), and a lid (3) which fits over the tray and acts
as a pressure plate on the charge.
Shear wires ( 4) are threaded through the tray, % inch from the
bottom, to support the charge; reinforcing strips (5) are welded inside
the tray at the shear points. Each end of the tray is folded over on
top to form slotted pres ure plates (6) to actuate the igniters fitted
to each end of the charge; reinforcing plates (7), welded to the ides
of the tray, in the corners, are bent over as supports to these pressure
plates. Swivel clips (8) are provided to protect the igniters.
One and a hal£ inches from each end are holes (9) th rough which
safety bars (10) are threaded to keep the charge clear of the shear
wires in the unarmed condition. The e bars are secured by pins ( 11)
attached by cord which may be wound around the mine. Springloaded shutters are provided t o block holes (9) on withcb·awal of the
safety bars; these are in the form of spring-loaded angle strips (12)
which swing on pivot pins (13 ). These shutters can be manipulated
from the bottom of the tray through holes o/s inch from the end by
means of a bar or a large nail.
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One side of the tray is slotted in two places (14) to accommodate
anti-lifting igniters which may be fitted to sockets provided in the one
side of the charge.
There is a thin red band (15) painted along the sides of the tray
one-half inch from the bottom to indicate the correct position of the
lid when the mine is armed.
Two white paint marks are found over the holes for the safety bars
on the side of the mine from which the anti-lifting igniters may
protrude.
The charge, which has a metallic casing is provided with five igniter
sockets. Two are for the main igniter at each end; these are r ecessed
so that only the ends of the igniters show when they are fitted and they
are not visible from the outside when the mine is laid. The other three
are for anti-lifting igniters; one is in th e center of the top of the
charge and the other two in one side, five inches from the ends.
Two shear battens (16) fixed to the bottom of the charge ensure
double shear action. Two channels (17) are also fixed to the bottom
of the charge; these fit over the safety bars.
The lid is of spot-welded sheet steel construction. It is fitted >Yith
a handle (18) at one encl. H oles are positioned to correspond with the
sockets provided for anti-lifting igniter in the charge. Two slots
( 19) are provided for the shear wires; these may be bent over after
the lid is fitted. There are also two slots (20) into which the safety
bars slide. White paint marks are found above these slots to con·esponcl with similar marks on the tray.
Mines are transported singly in wooden packing cases with main
igniters and safety bars in position.
Protecting paper strips cover the igniter holes in the lid. The cords
attached to the safety bars are wound around the mine.
Instructions for arming the mine are as follows : after it is laid and
anti-lifting or trip-wire igniters are fitted, the two safety bars are
withdrawn.
The mine is fired either :
(1 ) By pl'essure on the lid, sufficient to shear one or both of the
shear wires :
(2) By the functioning of anti-lifting or trip-wire igniters fitted in
the sockets :
(3) B y the reversal of one main igniter, type ZZ.42 with its wings
below the end pressure plate so that it will function if an attempt is
made to lift the charge from the tray:
(4) Electrically, by remote control.
The mine also lends itself to the usual booby trap devices such as a
trip-wire attached to the handle of the lid.
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Instructions for lifting the mine are as follows:
Take usual precautions to neutralize any possible anti-lifting igniters. Carefully turn the mine on to the side free from igniter
sockets. Carefully insert a toggle bar, in the form of a large nail or
similar object, through the holes in the bottom, % inch from either end,
and press on the pi,oted shutters to enable large nails or stout wire to
be inserted through the holes as snfety bars to support the charge.
These safety bars must be inserted without the use of any force.
After securing the safety burs, the mine is safe to lift complete and
remove to a disposal site.
If any difficulty is experienced in inserting the safety burs. the mine
should be destroyed where it lies. or pulled from a safe distance by a
length of cable.

JAPANESE RAFTS FOR RIVER CROSSINGS
How the J apane e ecretly moYe large troop units across rivers by
means of rafts is revealed in a report from reliable sources.
Prior to a planned river crossing. log rafts are built and scattered
along the river bank, o-verhanging trees and camouflage being used to
furnish concealment from reconnaissance planes.
VVhen it is time for the crossing to be m.ade the rafts are assembled
Lmder cover of darkness. The raft s are then lashed together and the
downstream end is secured to the shore held by the Japanese forces.
The upstream end of the line of rafts is then released with the result
that it is sw1mg by the stream cunent out and over to the opposite
shore. After troops and transport. have crossed on the improvised
bridge during the night. the rafts are pulled upstream to their original
positions and concealed.

INFANTRY
THE FIRST AMPHIBIOUS BRIGADE, JAPANESE ARMY
The extent of operations by United Nations forces in the Pacific
area apparently cmwinced the Japanese High Command, nearly a
year ago, of the need for specially organized and equipped amphibious
forces, and efforts have been made by the Japanese to convel't army
units into organizations of this type. The 1st .Amphibious Brigade,
for example, was developed from an independent garrison unit stationed in Manchuria. .After reorganization it was sent to Truk in
conformity with a strategic plan to create mobile forces that could
be used to bolster the defense of the far-flung Japanese Empire at
threatened points.
The original plan envisaged concentration of the entire Brigade
on Kwajalein, but the inexorable pressure of United States offensive
18
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strategy in the Central Pacific induced the Japanese to disperse the
Brigade more widely. Most of the unit was amllhilated by .American
attacks on Kwajalein and Eniwetok, and the dispersion of forces
~hich the .American strategy had compelled was responsible in conSiderable measure for this disastrous defeat.
?etails of the conversion of the garrison unit into an amphibious
in personnel
br1gade afford interesting information as to the chan()'es
0
and equipment the Japanese consider necessary to adap t existent forces
to .the exigencies of amphibious warfare. The fact that troops were
shifted from Manchuria to the Marshalls fmnishes a revealing commentary on the stresses which have been imposed on Japanese military resources by the mounting tide of American offensive power in
the Pacific.
The nucleus of the 1st Amphibious Brigade was the 3d Independent
Garrison Unit which was organized 10 years ago for service in Manchuria to guard railroads. 'l
garrison unit consisted of a headquarters and three infantry battalions-the 11th, 15th, and 16th.
It is known that the 16th Battalion had a total stren()'th of 912
in August, 1941; there were 31 officers and 80 warrant and non-commissioned officers. The battalion, in addition to four rifle companies,
had a gun platoon and a mountain gtm platoon.
The other battalions were organized in a similar fashion and had
approxim~tely the same strength; communications were handled by
signal sections attached to each battalion.
When, in the fall of 1943, it was decided
reoro·anize the ln<lependent Unit as an amphibious brigade, extensive ~ersonnel shifts
were required to implement the plans for the reorganization. Certain
personnel, such as limited service men, officer trainin()' school candidates, aviation cadet candidates, etc., were transfer;ed from the
unit during the conversion process, and replacements, drawn for the
most part from the 1st, 14th. and 28th divisions, were assigned to
bring the brigade up to its authorize.cl strength.
Significant alterations were made in the structure of the battalions
of the old garrison unit to adapt thern for amphibious warfare. One
of the four rifle companies was eliminated from each battalion but
a mortar company, artillery company, and engineer platoons 'were
added to each battalion. The engineer platoons were filled largely
from personnel of the eliminated riflJe companies, but the artillery
and mortar companies were made up primarily of qualified replacements from divisions in the vicinity.
On 30 November 1943, the 1st A.mphibious Brigade officially was
activated under the command of Major General Yo himi Nishida,
former commander of the Independent Garrison Unit. The newlyformed brigade was placed under the command of the Commander-

to
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in-Chief, Eastern District Army. until embarkation for the Marshalls,
after which it passed to the control of the Commander-in-Chief of the
Fourth Fleet.
Fusan was chosen as the point of embarkation, and the constituent
battalions reached this port during early December, 1943. On 14
December the brigade embarked for Truk on the Tajima Ma1'U and
the Hibi"llf a?'tt. During the first night at sea the transports and their
escorts "-ere threatened by a submarine whi-ch, however, 'vas driven
off before it could attack. After anchoring in Saeki Bay during the
night of 15 December. the ships proceeded "ithout further incident
to Truk, where they dropped anchor on the 27th.
There is conclusive evidence that the original intention of the J apanese was to build tip a mobile force ba"ed on Kwajalein. whence it could
be rushed to any threa tened point in t hr '1' r"halls ro ser ve as snell a
force. but the unremitting pressure of American attacks and threats
of attack necessitated alteration. in the disposition and employment
of the brigade when it passed under control of the Inner South Seas
Force at Truk.
The new defense plan assigned the 2d Battalion (les the 3d Company) , a platoon of engineer . and three ·igna l squads to Wotje island.
"hile the 3d Compan:- and a medical detachment wer e allocated to
Maloelap. The 1st Company of the 3d Battalion and a mortar platoon
were designated for senice on K wajalein, and the balance of the
brigade "\\as to be g-arrisoned on Eni"etok.
On 30 December the hrigade sailed from Truk in the same transports that had brought it to this ba e. The ship~ arriYed at Eni,vetok
five days later, and the troops assigned to the defen e of this atoll were
di sembarked. On 8 January the r emainder of the brigade left for
Kwajalein, where an chor wa s ch·opped by the hvo transports on the
lOth and 11th, resp ect ively. The K"·ajalein forces t ook up their garrison duties, whil e the per sonnel assigned to Ma loelap boarded a
destroyer and sailed for that destination.
Units destined for "rotj e. \Tith the excepti on of th e 1st Comp any
of the 2d Battalion that went there on a destroyer from Engebi.
bivouacked on Kwajalein, awaiting transport. B efore they moved.
however, the American attack exterminated them, together with the
garrison actually assigned to ](,Yajalein. The sam e fate befell the
defenders of Eniwetok, and it i belieYed that the only survivors of
the brigade were the 1st and 3d Companies of the 2d Battalion "1\hich
went to Wotje and Ualoelap.
The brigade, which remained under the command of General Yoshimi until its virtual annihilation, had a total authorized strength
of 3.940 officers and enlisted men. Brigade headquarters personnel
totalled 118, of which 14 were officers and 2 warrant officers. Each
of the three battalions had a strength of 1,036, with 103 in the 1st Com-
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pany and 197 in each of the otl1er two. The mortar company had a
complement of 155, \Thile the artillery company had 121, and the
infantry engineers platoon 66. Each of the thl'ee battalions had
exactly the same table of organization.
Besides the battalions, the brigade had a machine cannon u:nit "ith
a st.rength of 76. a tank tmit with 66. an engineen: unit with 243. and
signal and medical units with 139 and 190 respecti-.ely.
It is interesting to note that the brigade "·as assigned a complement
of 120 Japanese ciTilinns (Gun zoku) who accompaniPd it into tl1e
field. Of these 10 "ere construction specialists, draftsmen, and clel'ks :
the remainder w.e re laborer. One of the civilians who had been a
fi sherm.an in Japan was assigned to the same 'York to augment the food
supply.
Each rifle company of the battalions "\\as equipped with 12 heavy
grenade dischargers. 12 light machine gm1s. two heavy machine guns.
t"o 81-mm mortars, and a 20-mm automatic gm1 in addition to its
small arms·.
The mortar company "1\ns armed with twelve 81-mm mortars in
addition to small arms. Three 75-mm mountain guns and two 37 -mm
rapid fire antinircraft gun:=: 'vere allocated to the artillery company.
The infantry ('ngineers platoon had one (possibly four) 50-mm mortars. one l\l97 81-mm mortar. two M99 81-mm mortars, two flame
thro"ers. and a set of dem olition equipment.
Nine light tank . each armed with a 37-mm tank gun and two heavy
machine guns, made up the armored eqnjpment of the tank unit. The
mach1ne cannon unit wa provided with six 20-1ru11 machine cannon .
The total armrunent of the brigade "1\a as follows :

'
'

l\1100 Rifle Grena de AttachmE'nL ______ __ ____________ ___________ ___
l\195 Svvord ________________ _ - ------------- - - - - ---- ---- -------B a ~·on et___ ___ ___
_ _ __ _____ ___ __________ ___________________
l\199R ift e __________
__ --- --- ______ __ ------------ --l\114 Pist oL __ ________________ _
l\189 H e:n.1- Grenad e Di ><c lla rge r ___ _______________ ----------------l\I99Ll\fG ______ ___________ ----- -------- ------- -------- - --- - - l\192 Hl\IG- - -------------- ------- ----------- --- -- - - - - ----- ----- -l\197 81-mm lortnr________________________________ ____________ ___
l\199 81-mm l\Iorta r __________ _____________________________ _______ _

200
79
3079
2049
22.')
112
108
18
57
(i

l\198 ;:;O-mm Mo rta t·- ---------- ----------------------- --- 3 (possibly 12 1
l\1100 Flame T hmwe t·---------- ------ ----- --- - ------- 6 (possibly more)
D emolition Equipment Set_ _________________________ __ 3 (possibly more)
l\197 20-mm Au to tua tic Gun __________________ _____ --------- ----- -9
l\194 37-mm Ra pid Fire Gun _______ ___________________________ __ __
6
· l\I4l 75-mm l\lountain GULL------- ---------- - --------------------9
l\198 20-mm AA l\Iachine Cann on_____ _____ ___ _________________ __ __
6
~19;:; Li g ht Tank_____ __________________________________________ __
9
l\!98 37-mm Tank Gun (in tanl, s ) --- ------------------------------9
l\197 Hl\IG (in tanks)---- ------- -- ------------- -------------- --18
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GERMAN PARATROOP STANDARDS LOWERED
The physical, mental, and training requirements for German paratroopers have been lowered, according to recent reports on their training and equipment. Formerly paratrooper personnel were required
to meet high physical and menta 1 standards. Now, however, only
good average mental and physical qualities and "the proper spirit"belief in final victory-are required. For non-jumping personnel
(drivers, guards, etc.) the standards are even less rigid.
The proportion of "enthusiastic" volunteers has diminished, jumping personnel being all volunteers. In some cases, pressure to "volunteer" is exercised, starting with 17-year-old boys in the compulsory
labor service. The age limit is 33, but, in rare cases, older men are
accepted. The glamor of the paratroop servi ce snffir'rs to bring in
many of the volunteers, but more effective mducements include rations
of a better quality than is usually issued, generous lea' e, and e~'i:ra pay.
A man can always obtain a transfer from any other unit to a paratroop unit if he has the necessary qualifications. Married men are
eligible, and men are permitted to marry after joining. The only personnel refused permission to transfer to the paratroopers are German
.Air F orce pilots.
·
The initial training period of t hree months has been reduced to a
period of from six to eight weeks. The new trainee goe either to the
depot at Stendal or to any G. A . F. training unit. To qualify as a
para trooper each trainee must make six jumps, the first from an altitude
of 600 to 700 feet. and the next five jumps from decreasing heights
clown to 250 to 300 feet. The first three jumps are made without arms,
the fourth and fifth with a machine pistol, and the last with a rifle
or light machine gun.
It is standard practice for paratroopers to carry with them all normal
infantry equipment including light machine guns and 81-mm mortars.
When a paratrooper jumps with a rifle, he holds the barrel tightly
between his leg with the rifle sling wound around his right ann.
Machine pistols are similarly carried. Mortars and light machine
guns are hooked on to the men. Each weapon has a length of rope
tied to it so that it can be let down to the ground before the man lands
and thus avoid injuring him. Ammunition (two boxes, each of 300
rotmds of small-arms ammunition) and spare barrels are al o canied
in the descent. Heavy machine-gun tripods are dropped separately.
Airborne guns and antitank guns may be dismantled and dropped
in two or more parts, each part in a metal container ch·opped by one
double parachute. Frames may be used, in which case the gun will be
dropped in one piece, using a quintuple parachute. To drop nwtorcycles, frames are used with four double parachute. attached. This
is the only type of transport to be dropped so far. Flame-thrower
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sections in which the flame-thrower would be dismantled and the parts
carried by the crew in the descent, have been considered.
It is reported that a n ew type of parachute, fitted with one buckle to
release all trap simultaneou ·ly, ha s been te ted but so far has not
been used operationally. In addition, a triangular p~rachute, ~ma ~ler
than the one in general use, has been reported. It IS non-oscillating
and makes possible jumps from 180 to 200 feet.
T he D0-23 ' J -52 ' and HE-111 ar e among the planes used by para.
trooper . The D0-23. which has a ca_pa cit~ of six to eight ~en, IS
used only for training and non-operatiOnal JUmps. The JU-o2. tl:e
standard paratroop transport aircraft, carrying 12 paratroopers, IS
now beina superseded by the HE-111, which appears to be more popul ar with ;aratroopers. The HE-111 has a hatch in the floor and holds
eight men.
Gliders used by paratroopers are the DFS 230, the G~tha 242,. and
the ~Ie Gigant. The DFS 230 or LS (Lastenseglu-freight carr.m·) .
towed by D0-17. D0-217 HS 126 or HS 129, is used alm o~t exc~us1vely
as a personnel or freight carrier. and very seldom for J wnpmg. It
has a capacity of 10 to 11 men. inc1uding one or two pilots. The Gotha
2±2, towed by H e 111. may be u eel as a tran sport glider for he~vy
·w eapons motorcvde . llrrht ca rs. etc., or as a jumping plane or landmg
plane fo~· 20 me~t. It i~ normal1y used only as a jtunpi~g plane at
training school and a a landing plane in areas clear of the e~emy.
Eight men can jump simultaneously, going out through _doors m _the
sides of the body. The Me Gigant, if employed as a ghder reqtures
two H e 1lls, or one JU 90. It has a capacity of 80 n:en, or 60 m_en
with full equipment. Jumps can be made from four extt . Casualties
in jumping have been numerous and jumping appears to have been
discon bn ued.
The field ration of the paratrooper is intended to last for three days.
It consists of two tin of sausage (approx. 41,4 oz.). two tins of cheese
( approx. 41,4 oz.), a package of biscuits. a bar of chocolate substances,
six pieces of chewing gum a tin of lemonade powder, and a package
of ·olid fuel for heating.
.
.
Recent reports on the paratroopers contained the followmg nnscellaneous information :
Staff officers in paratroop units are chiefly trained paratroopers
but include infantrymen who have done some jumping.
.
.
No units appear to ha ve been organized so as to combme ghder
troops and paratroopers.
First aid training is given, and in one unjt 100 men were s~lected
from each company for basic first a.icl instruction. cm:centratmg on
aiel for broken bones and wound s. These men ,\'ere to be used under
the orders of the bn ttalion medical officer.
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Little mention is made of jumping at night or under cover of smoke.
The condensed courses given at present do not, it is believed, include
such training. It is presumably given in a special course.
It is reported that sometimes groups of men have been trained to
act as tank-hunting teams as well as to perform the usual paratroop
dut:ies.
There is no ubitnry rule for order of jumping, ho,vever the second
in command usually jumps first and the section leader jumps last.
For other articles about German paratroopers, see the following
issues of Tactical and Teclvnical T1·ends: 'German Paratroop Attack",
No. 42; "Notes on German Paratroops", No. 24; "Organization, Training, and Employment of German Parachutists", No. 11; ' German
Parachutes", No. ti.

In connection " ·ith the subject of Japan e ·e wooden bullet ammunition, it is known that ·pecial cartridges with wooden projectiles are
used with both the cup-type and the spigot-type rifle-grenade
launchers. Wooden bullet used in firing te ts with the cup-type
rifle-grenade launcher for the armor-piercing hollow-charge grenade
have given satisfactory results. Therefore it is apparent that the
Japanese use of wooden bullets is as a propelling charge for their
rifle grenades rather than for close range antipersonnel use as ha ·
been reported sewral times frorn the Pacific area.

ORDNANCE
JAPAN ESE WOODEN BULLETS AND INVERTED BALL
AMMUNITION
A few rounds of standard Japanese Model 38 ( 1905) 6.5-mm rifle
ammunition, in which the metal balls had been replaced by crudely
whittled softwood bullets were fmmd by U. S. forces on Bougainville.
Ammunition with regular turned wood bullets was also found. In
addition, the noses of a small quantity of 6.5-mm rifle ammmution
had been r eversed so that the flat base was exposed instead of the
point; .perhaps this was a local attempt to improvise dumdum bullets.
Tests were conducted to determine the effectiveness of the wooden
bullet and the inverted ball ammunition. Before testing the ammunition under review, the rifle was first "zeroed" with standard Japanese ball ammunition, so that a close pattern ''as obtained in the
center of the bulls-eye.
The tests demonstrated that the use of wood bullets as anti per onnel
ammunition, even at very short ranges would be highly ineffective
because of erratic ballistic qualities and the nature of the material.
Because of the corkscrewing action and the soft lead center of the
inverted ball ammunition (for the 6.5-mm rifle), it was estimated by
the reporting unit that this ammunition would have a greater destructive effect than that of the conventional ball. The inverted ball
ammunition could be used with some degree of accuracy at comparatively short ranges.
A medical ballistics investigating team made a thorough study of
causes of wounds, and the effects of various types of Japanese ammunition, on Bougainville. The team reported that none of the
wounds examined was caused by either wood, dumdum, or inverted
ball ammunition.
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l'HOTO SHOWS 4 PEXETRATIO 'S OF ARMORED SHIELD BY
PIERCING AMMUNITION FIRED FROM RIFLE AT 200 YARDS RA.l~GE.

CAL..30 Ml AP AMM WILL PENETRATE JAPANESE
PORT ABLE ARMORED SHIELDS
A number of Japanese portable armored shields were found on
Kolombangara Island and New Georgia. It was first thought that
these shields were carried by machine gunners for use as portable
defensive armor, but a r ecent di scovery of a number of these shields
fitted in gun ports of pillboxes may indicate that this is the primUl'y
use for them. These shields are of two sizes but of the same thick-
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ness--1)., inch. The size of the largest shields is 14 inche by 20 il1ches.
The smallest shield found is 12 inches by 16 inches. The armor
appears to be face hardened, since armor-piercing ammunition penetrations caused small fragments to break off instead of making the
rose-petal type of hole that usually occUI·s in homogeneou armor
plate.
Firing tests against one of the large shields were condu cted on
New Georgia. In the first test, the weapon used was the U.S. caliber
.30 M1 rifle, and the ammunition used was caliber .30 M2, ball. At
a range of 100 f eet, with the shield slanted at 10 to 15 degrees from
normal, six rounds of the ball ammunition were fired at the shield.
Each round caused a slight dent in the shield but did not penetrate.
The surface was not even sliahtly cracked. In th e econd test, eight
rounds of caliber .30 AP ammunition were tired into the plate under
the same conditions, with 100 percent clean penetrations.
A subsequent test against both the large and small shields resulted
in the following conclusions : (a) U. S. caliber .30, M2, ball ammunition will not penetrate these shields; (b) at ranges up to 200 yards,
U. S. caliber .30, M1, armor-piercing ammunition will pentrate these
shields, and produce an added hazard in the flying fragments from
the steel plates.

GERMAN ILLUMINATING RIFLE GRENADE
The following information on the German illuminating rifle grenade ( Ge'l.velwfallschirmleucMgmnate-Gw. F. S. Lt. G1.,) is taken
from a German source.

in a wooden_box-weight 30.6 pound . The grenade ha · a diameter
of 1.18 inches, is 6. 8 inche long, and weighs approximately 10
ounce.
b. Action
On firing, delay 1 is ignited by the fla sh from the propellant ga. es.
After 6.5 seconds of flight ejeetion charge 1 is initiated. This ejeets
the container holling the star and parachute. At the same time,
delay 2 is initiated. During this part of the flight. the cap hangs
from the container by means of a cord. After delay 2 has burned
through (2 second ) . ejection charge 2 i initiated and the parachute and star ejected. It is stated that distances up to 650 meters
may be illuminated.

GERMAN ANTIPERSONNEL BOMB SD lOA
Examination of the SD J()d antipersonnel bombs which has been
used by the Germans in Italy, reveals the following fa cts:
The body is made from a seamless steel tube, the tail fins beingmade of thin sheet metal. The tail cone is secured to the body by
four rivets. The Z(66) nose impact fuse is used in the bomb.

a. Dirnensions
0'1"er-all length __________ ___ _____ ___ ____ __ _________ ___ 20. 5 in approx.
L{'n gth of body-------------------------------- ----- Diameter of ho<ly -----------------------------------L ('ngth of taiL _____ ____________ ___ ______________ _____
1\idtb across taiL _______________ ________ ____________
A ,-e1·n ge lYall thickne""- ------------ - --- ------ _____ __
TnUtl weight_ _____ __ _________________ ___ ____ _________
\\eight of filling. inchHiing hoo"ter pellets _____ ___ _____

J 2. 7 in appmx.
3. 4 in approx.
8. 5 in ll])J) I' OX.
4. 7 in approx.
0. 62 in apprnx.
22 lb".
1. 75 IIJ ~.

b. M m·kings
The body is painted fi eld grey.
red ~t rip es on the cone.

The tail nnit i red. or grey with

c. I nitiating system
This consists of:
Standard Rbeinmetall fuze.

Ejection Char&e 2.

Parachute Cords

GERniAN ILLUl\liNATING RIFLE GRENADE.

1 picric pellet, 1 in diameter, 4.3 in long.
1 picric pellet, 1 in di ameter. 0.6 in long.
1 pict·ic p ellet. 1 in diameter, 0.75 in long_
1 phosphorus pellet 0.87 in diameter, 2.4 in long.

a. Details
The grenade may be identified by the white cap and the inscription
·'Gewehr Fallschirmleucht granate" stencilled on the body. :A 1.5-gm
propellant charge is enclosed in a cartridge case which is closed with
a wooden bullet. Each grenade is packed, together with a propellant
charge, in a cardboard contail1er. Forty-eight containers are packed
26
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1------------2 0.5"~-----------l

GERl\IAN ANTIPERSONNEL BOM:B SD lOA.

The main filling consists of cast T T ''ith a central bore to accommodate the booster pellets.

GERMAN 88-MM ROCKET PKOJECTOR
The German 88-mm Rooketenrwe1'fe1· 43, nicknamed "Puppohen" or
''Dolly" is a closed-breech rocket launcher. This weapon, which is
transported on a two-wheeled carriage, i nine feet two-and-one-half
inches in over-all length. Total weight of the equipment is 334.4
pounds but it can be dismantled into seven loads, the heavie t of which
weighs 94.6 pounds. A gas deflector in the shape of a tnmcated cone
i fitted over, but does not protrude beyond, the muzzle.

To fire the weapon, open the breech by a reannu·d pull on the operating handle, which is situated on the top of the breech ring. This
action cocks the hammer which i held in firing position by a sear.
After a round ha been loaded, push the operating handle fonvnnl.
1hus closing the breech. The rocket can then be fired provided that
the safety, fitted to the left of the firing pin in the center of the breechblock, is turned to "F" position. An additional safety feature prevents the hammer from striking the firing pin unless the breech is completely closed.
The piece is aimed by grasping the two handles at the left rear of
the cradle and aligning the open sights on the target. Elevation is
teailied by a hyclropneumatic link fitted between the upper carriage
and the breech ring on the left side of the tube. The rear sight is adjustable from 180 to 300 to 700 meters in steps of 100 meters. A squeeze
of the right handle depres ·e the sear. releasing the hammer. The
·mall shock of recoil developed by the rocket gases against the closed
breech is transmitted directly to the spade.
The weapon fires the 88-mm German '·Bazooka" projectile, modified.
and has a percussion primer replacing the electric primer. The
rocket is fitted with a base plate having a protruding rim to seat the
round in the tube. The base plate and primer are the only parts of
the round which are extracted after firing.
The German abbreviation for the ammunition is: "8.8 em. R. Pz. B.
(h. 431~. " It is packed three rounds to a box with a white label
printed in black.
The general characteristics of the weapon are:
Ca 1iber ------------ ---- ------------ -------------Maximum range, limited by sight ________ __________
Traverse, on wheels__________ _____ ______ _ ___ _____
Over-all length of weapon _______ _____ ______ _____ __
Over-all length of barrel with breech mechanism ____
Over-all height to to1> of shield, on wheels ______ __ __
Over-all height to top of shield, on firing segments ___
Over-all width--- ------ -- - --- --- --- ------ - ----- - -Diameter of wheel. - ------ - ---------- ------------Length of traiL _____ _ ___ ____________ ____________
Axis of bore, above ground on wheels __ ___ ___ _______
.Axis of bore, above gt·otmd on fu·ing segments _______
Thickness of tube walL __________ _________ ________
Thickness of breechblock __ _______ ___ _____ _________
Length of gas deflector_ __ _______ __ _____ __________

88-mm.
750 yds (approx. ).
R , 500: L, 500 mils.
9 ft 2111 in.
5 ft 5 in.
2 ft 11 in.
1 ft 7% in.
3 ft 4 in.
2 ft 3 in.
4 ft 7 in.
2 ft v~ in .
1 ft 7lf in.
rt'~ in.
% in.
8 in .

Diameter of gas d('flectoi· at muzzle end- ---- --- -- --· 6 in.

BREECH OF GERl\IAN 88-l\Il\1 ROCKET PROJECTOR.
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Weight of pack loads :
Shield _________ _____ _ -------------------- ---------·
Tube _______ __________________ -------------------radle, breech ring a nd bre ch mechanism __ ___ ______
Upper ca rriage _____ ___ _------- - -------------------Axl e a nd traiL __ _______ __ ____ ___ ________________ __
Right wh eeL ________________ ______ ___ _____________

24.2 lbs.
41. lbs.
50.6 lbs.
26.4 lbs.
94.6 lbs.
4 .4 lbs.

L eft wh eeL___ ___________ ________ ---------------- 48.4 lbs.
Total weight in firing position ______________ _________ 334. 4 lbs.

FIGUR E

GERMAN

8-l"lll\1 RO CKET PROJECTOR IN

FIRI~G

POSITION.

GERMAN 320-MM INCENDIARY ROCKET
Although the 320-mm rocket has so far been found only with an
incendiary filling, it would also be suitable for gas dissemination.
If it is enco1.mtered it will probably have been fired by the heavy
moke regiment of German GHQ troops or by the machine gun
platoon of the armored P anzergrenadier company of the Panzer DiYision, as these units may fire this or other types of rocket. If used
by the armored Panzergrenadier company the rocket wm be lam1ched
from the Schwerer 1VU1'fmhmen, which consists of six launchers on a
half-tra ck.
This rocket weighs 176 pounds filled and 88 pounds empty. The
dimensions are given in figure 1. It has been made in both European
and tropical versions: the latter being a slight modification of the
rocket as made for a temperate climate, and has a maximum range
of about 2,400 yards.
The metal crate shown in figure 1 serves three purposes. With the
handles folded it is a shipping container, with the handles extended
as in the figure it is a carrying case and when the hinged, curved
crossbar at the nose end is opened the crate serve as a launcher.
the crate weighs 46 pounds. It bears the marking 32-cm. W wrfkorper
M.Fl.50.
1
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1.

GER~IAN

320-MM

~ CE

filARY ROCKET AND CRATE.

The component part of the projectile. minus the fuze and ignition
arid are shown a ncl numbered in figure 2.
0
'
The following paragraphs de cribing the parts are numbered the
same as the corre ponding part in figure 2, and are under two section ,
A., Comz;onent Pa1·ts of the I ncendiary Po7'tion, and B., Component
Parts of tl1 e R ocket Motor.
.d. Component Parts of th e I ncendiary Pm,tion
(1) The incendiary container is hollo\Y and egg-shaped, weighin_g
35 pounds empty and i of 12-gallon capacity. .At the no e end Is
the burster well opening. and near the nose the filling plug for the
incendiary mixture. The tail end i ealed internally and is al o
threadeJ to receive the motor as embly. The incendiary mixture is
a reddish-brO\Yll liquid found on analysis to be principally kerosene
(B. P. 150-300° C.). The container is marked as follows:
On

belo\\" fuze adapter_ __ ___ ___________________ ___ 32-Clll. WK Fl.
1
43
On container body ----------------------- ----- --- ---- - !Nn ;:;
P
::\n 144. 43 L
On co ntain er tail adapter_ __ _________________________________ __ aks 41.
nos~

(2) The fu ze 7Jhtg (nose fuze not shown) is made of a molded
plastic. The nose fuze is of the impact type and is marked ''W"gr.
z 50".
( 3) The f~tze aclaptm· is made of a molded plastic. It fits into the ·
burster, and the narrow portion contains the booster (not sh~wn in
figure 2), while the larger portion receives the fuze.
(±) The carclbom·d sz;ace·rs fi t on the fuze adapter.
( 5) The solid burster chw·ge is PETN (Pentaerythrite T etra nitrate) and is light pi.t1.k in color.
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( 6) The lwllow burster charge is al so PETN and pink in color.
(7) The igniter charge containe1' is a sealed, thu1-,mlled ah1minum
tube containing a pyrophoric magnesium mixture "-hich ignites
spontaneously on exposure to air.
(8) The b1brster stick, ''hich is pink in color, is 'n-apped in paper.
(9) This is a hollow burster chm·ge, the same as No.6.
( 10) This is a solid bw·ste7' chm·ge, the same as No. 5.

B. Component P arts of the Rocket Mo to1'
( 11) The nwtm· tube is closed at one end and externally threaded
at both ends. The closed end fits into the incendiary container while
the open end r eceives the venturi block. The tube is marked "dbg
42/ 69," and "Nn 114 43. "
(12) The maintaineT assembly is made nf .hlbinum :m el fits with
the flat side against the closed end of the motor tube.
(13) The maintaine?' assembly space?' consists of a split ring which
fits against the maintainer assembly.
. (14) The p1·opellent charge is a nitrocellulose composition "-eighmg 14.5 pounds. It has eight longitudinal corrugations on the
periphery and 9 holes through the length of the powder block.
(15) The (j1bicknwtch t1tbe is a celluloid tube closed at both ends
by a pellet of black powder and containing a length of quickmatch.
It fits into the central hole of the propellent charge.

FIGtiRE 2.

<1. CO ~IPONENTS

OF INCENDIARY PORTION.

(16) The ballistite tubes. of which there are eight, are placed in the
corrugations on the periphery of the propellent charge. They probably promote a uniform ignition of the propellent.
( 17) The primm-y ignition charge is a bag of porous, rough cloth,
containing six flakes of double-base powdfil.' (nitroglycerine and cellulose nitrate). The bag is inserted next to the propellent block and in
contact with the quickmatch tube. The primary ignition charge is
supported by the ignition grid (not shown in figure 2).
(18) The venturi nozzle assembly has 26 jets set at an angle to rotate the projectile. In the base of the assembly is a hole in which an
electric squib may be inserted for firing.
( 19) The elect?·ic {i1'ing squib is placed in the central hole of the
ventu1·i nozzle assembly.

JAPANESE NAVIGATION MARKER BOMB
Forming a bright white spot on the sea surface, the Japanese Xa>igation Marker Bomb can be very useful in daylight to determine
tides, drift, and currents. It can also be used as a "fix in shooting
the sun", to mark adjacent loca tions of submarines, and to indicate
hidden reefs which are observable from the air.
The white spot formed on the urface of the water by dropping the
bomb is about 25 feet in diameter. While it is not believed that the
spot would be visible from a distance of more than 2 miles at an
altitude of 600 feet, it probably ·auld be seen from points as far as
5 miles distant if the observer were flying at a height of 1,000 feet.
At altitudes higher than 1,000 feet. the spot probably would be visible
over di stances up to 10 miles.
The bomb is painted aluminum color and has a streamlined body
with tail cone and f our sheet metal fins. It is 121f2 inches long, the
body is 3 inches in diameter, and the tail fins measme 4l 6 li1che ·
across opposite fins. The bomb is filled with powdered aluminum.
The.bomb, weighing 3.7 pounds, is made of a solid cast iron nose,
a sheet metal body and tail. Within the body of the bomb is a. wood
plunger w-hich, on impact with the water, pushes off a wood disk
which is attached to the tail of the bomb. I t is in this manner that

--------------------J APA:\'ESE NAVIGATION MARKER BOl\IB .
FIGURE 2. b. COl\IPONE TS OF RO CKET .M OTOR.
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the powdereu aluminum is released to float on the water. The bomb
can be dropped from a plane flying at heights ranging between 600
and 6,000 feet.

JAPANESE 75-MM WP SHELL
vVhile smoke screening seems to be the principal use for which
the Japanese 75-mm WP shell was designed, it is believed t hat t he
projectile might be of some u e also as a rangi11g shel l.
The shells are fired by the Model 94, J apanese 75-mm mountain
gun . The length and weight of the complete round, less fuze, are
21% inches and 15 pounds 10 ounces respectively.
The projectile is painted white with a red band . approximately
% inch wide, painted around the fuze adapter. ThP ca ing is of
forged steel. The ogival head, fitted wilh a ieft nand threaded fuze
adapter , is screwed into the body of the projectile at a point about
% of an inch below the bourrelet. The adapter is provided with
spanner slots and the ogival head with wrench flats, and both are
l ocked in pl ace with set screws. The booster tube, p r ovided with two
spanner holes, is screwed into the ame threads as the adapter. The
body of the projectile. where the ogival head is screwed on, is cl osed
with a metal cap which is pr ovided ''ith wrench flats.
The metal cap, booster well, and the inside surfa ces of the head
and body of the projectile are coated with a harcl, dull black, baked-on
lacquer. apparently consisting of shellac and lamp black.
The booster charge consi ts of high grade picric acid pressed in a
thin waxed, cylindrical, cardboard container, 61 mm long and 25 mm
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in diameter, and con taining a well for the almninum booster envelope.
A felt disk is glued to the bottom of the cylinder.
The bursting charge consist of a 50-50 rnixture of picric acid and
clinitronaphthalene in a thin yellow cardboard container, designed to
fit in the annular space between the ogival head and the booster -well.
The charge is 51 mm in length, 38 mm in diameter at t-he top, and
56 mm ili diameter at the base, with a hole 32 mm in diameter through
the entire length.
_
The 709-gram filling of white phosphorus is pa cked in a brass container almost cylindrical in shape but tapering slightly toward t he
base. The top and the bottom of the container are soldered in, and the
seam down the side is brazed.
The brass cartridge case is of the type commonly used with the
Model 94 motmtain gun. It has no extractor groove and is centrally
tapped to take a short primer with a base diameter of 16 mm.
The propelling charge consists of 320 grams of graphite coated
nitrocellulose powder. con tained lll a silk bag.
The various projecti le~ for the Model 94 mountain gun are also
known to be used in other J apanese 75-mm field guns. and it can be
assmned that this ,,~p projectile ma~ be m;ed \\ith those guns.

SIGNAL CORPS
JAPANESE AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION
Use of tree-top signals in the jungle is stressed in a recently obtained
Japanese document which outlines methods of air-ground communication. The document points out that while ground signals are easily
visible in open country , if panels are placed on the ground in jungle
terrain, even though they are displayed Ul clearings, it is difficult to
see them from an airplane because :
(a ) small open spot in the jungle are low rela tive to the height of
the treetops;
(b) the light below the trees is not bright:
(c) shadows are numerous in such clea rings;
(d ) terrain is often uneven ;
(e) the multiplicity of detail (such as outstandingly tall trees,
bright flowering trees . and multi-colored foliage) seen u1 the jungle
by the air observer, make it ver y clifficult to locate any small ground
signal.
To overcome these difficulties. the Japanese have prescribed the following procedure :
Pa-nels should be displayed in treetops for t he purpose of attra cting
attention or establishing identity. The ground troops should cut the
small limbs off the prominent treetop s to such an extent that a panel
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or ground marker can be easily seen from the air. Panels are most
easily seen if placed on trees at prominent topographical features such
a ri>er junctures or hilltops.
Small open spots in the jungle, such as those caused by treefalls,
are not satisfactory as display points for panels, for an aerial observer
gets only a glimpse into a small opening as he passes swiftly o>er.
A smoke grenade set ofl:' in a treetop is the best means of establishing
initial air-ground contact. A puff of white smoke suddenly appearing
from a treetop is visible for miles, and enables a plane to locate ground
troops quickly. The importance of setting ofl:' the smoke grenade high
up in the tree must be emphasized, because smoke generated near the
grotmd will certainly become diffused before reaching the treetop
level. Smoke generated on the grotmd often fails to rise as high as
the treetops.
For final, positive identification in connection with any smoke signal, some conspicuous signal arranged in advance should be displayed
in a nearby tree. Thus the danger of accidentally supplying the enemy
~ can be eliminated.
If the ground troop do not have smoke grenades. they can light a
smoky wood fire shortly before a previously agreed hour. Ho>,ever,
the smoke from a· wood fire is not nearly as conspicuous or a umnistakable as the white smoke of a chemical grenade.
The special jungle conditions that make use of air-grotmd signals
more difficult also govern the dropping of supplies from the air. The
special procedure prescribed for dropping supplies is as follows:
Supplies should be dropped upon the source of the smoke. The plane
flies either upwind or downwind. Off to the side of the line of flight a
soldier is posted as a treetop lookout; he calls to a smoke grenade
operator to set off a treetop grenade when the plane is coming toward
the troops expecting supplies. A treetop observer is important, for
otherwise the smoke gre11ade may be set off and ·wasted when the plane
is circling in another area.
Grotmd troops in the jungle, when expecting supplies dropped by
plane, should be dispersed singly so that the area is well covered, and
the packages are sure to be spotted as they drop. Each soldier should
stand behind a tree trunl{, and. for safety, away from the direction of
the approaching plane. Inexperienced men should be impressed with
the fact that a number of packages pushed out of the door of a plane
together is a real danger to men in a tangle of vegetation below unless
they are sheltered by tree trunks. If a smoke signal is being used, men
Bhould be distributed in a line upwind and downwind, and the plane
should drop supplies along this line.
If supplie are being dropped upon a steep hillside they should
be dropped in a line approximatel31 following the contour of the
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ground at the ignal point. and the receiving ground troop should
place themselves a<:cordingly.
The difficulty of locating supplies on the ground in really dense
j ullgle is serious. Very important packages should be dropped with
a long white streamer attached and wouncl loosely so that .it will trail
behind as the bundle falls. This "tail'' will remain above the foliage
of the undergrowth and makes it much easier to find the package.
Whatever the method of air-ground contact. it is very important
that jungle troops kno"· when to expect airborne upplies, otherwise
they will have only a very poor chance of making the necessary preparations for establishing contact and preparing for the arrival of
the plane.
Some panels used by a Japanese infantry division in the South Pacific for identification of ground troops from the air are shown in
the illustration. The arrangement falls into a defi.n ite pattern, analysis
of which may aiel in identifying unknown panel ·y. tems.
Both the division and infantry group headquarter are distinguished
bv one identical reel bar aero s the tail of the T. and the headquarters
of the infantry regiments by a red stripe the length of the tail of the T .
All of the infantry regiments and battalion have reel stripes nmning
Lhe lenoth
of the head of the T. while other colors or no color are used
efor component of the clivi ion otf1er than infantry. Within the infantry regiments a reel tripe running the length of the tail of theTis
bound i.n the case of the regimental headquarters only.
A further clifl'erentiahon is the u ·e of a triangular panel, with its
apex 1n varying positions along the edge of the T. Sometimes a
second triangle is used. but its po ition remains at a fixed point on
the edge of the T for any particular regiment. The first (or only)
triangle is inva.riably moved clockwi"e around the T for each
successive infantry regimental headquarters from the lowest to the
highe t number. Within the infantry or artillery regiments. the
triangle is similarly moved around the T from the position of the
triangle that designate regimenta 1 headquarters. to other positions
in clockwise order to designate the 1st. 2c1. and 3d battalions.
One division required that identification panels be caiTied by
battalions and higher units in the case of infantry and artillery. and
by each regiment in the case of the engineer and transport regiments.
The panels were laid in the vicinity of the respective headquarters.
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Figure 1

IDENTIFICATION PANELS USED BY A JAPANESE INFANTRY DIVISION

GERMAN WALL TELEPHONE
A type of German wall telephone w·hich is simple in construction
and operation, and which, when captm'ed, may be u eful to Allied
forces, is described below.
The instrument is a local battery telephone, waterproofed and
ruggedly built, evidently designed for use where dampness and vibration are prevalent. It has been found in artillery and gun
emplacements, underground searchlight stations, and in undergrotm,
living quarters.
The handset is com1·e cted to the main as embly by a heavy, rubbercovered cord. The receiver is co>ered with a rubber ear cushion.

GEm•lAN WALL TELEPHONE FOR FIXED E::'llPLACE:\lEXT.

Both the main assembly case and the handset frame are of cast
metal. The ringer assembly is mounted on the top of the set. A
circular glass vi..sual indieator window, about one inch in diameter.
is located about 11;.! inche::; down from the top center of the front
Key to symbols used by the editor to represent colors
~~ Indicates r ed

• • • Indicates black

1?:7/./A
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Indicates blue

cover plate. This plate is fastened by means of fom· bolts, with triangular-shaped heads, rece ed in each corner of the face. These
bolts require a special set wrench for loosening.
Directly below the circular glass window is the manufacturer's
name plate, and below that a plate bearing an i,n cription, a tran slation of which is "Attention, the enemy listens with you. Ring three
times after speaking. "
On each of the four rear comers of the set are bolt brackets for
mounting the set to the wall. At the bottom of the set are four
outlets, one for the handset cord, one for the battery supply, one for
the line wire and one for an additional cable for another receiver
and transmitter when used.
The generator crank is located on the right "ide 0f the et. It is
counterbalanced and of very sturdy consrruction. The switch hook
is on the left side of the et. The handset hang on the hook by means
of a hole cast into the handset frame. When the handset is lifted
from the hook. the visual indicator shutter is automatically retracted.
The set is 15 inches in height 7:14 inches in width (excluding the
switch hook and generator crank) and 5lf2 inches in depth. No German nomen clature has been found for this apparatus.
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JAPANESE "BLACK DRAGON" SMOKE SIGNAL
The black-banded Japanese projectile designated "The Black
Dragon," i. a daylight parachute smoke signal which is fired from the
Japanese Model 89 grenade di scharger. The claim is made by its u ers
that the signal is visible oYer a distance of approximately 8.000 yard ·.
The projectile is 714 inches long, 2 inches in over-all diameter, and
weighs approximately 10 ounces. It consists of a cardboard-ca. eel
cylindrical main body and a brass base attachment for the propellmg
charge. The main body, containing the parachute moke unit and
ejection charge is a cardboard cylinder 5¥8 inches long, 1H inches in
diameter, with recessed black cardboard top. This cylinder is marked
"·ith a fit -inch black band around the upper part and Japanese characters printed in black.
A ring-shaped brass plate with a % -inch lip fitted around the lo"l\er
rim of the cardboard cylinder forms the base of the main body and
setTes as an expanding, rotating band for the signal. The ba ·e atta chment extending below the main bod}' consists of a brass propellant cup
1 ~ inche long and 1/:r inches in diameter, with vent holes sealed
"1\ith tinfoil around its periphery.
Inside the propellant cup is a 0.38-caliber brass cartridge holding
a 3-grain black po"der fla sh charge. The cartridge case is provided
with paper-sealed fla sh vent . Smrounding the cartridge is the propelling charge of 0.2 ounce of blac}r po,Yder.
A Bickford type fuze delay train lead from the flash charge to a
10.8-grain black po"cler ejection charge in the bottom of the main
body. Above it is the smoke unit, a cylindrical iron moke container
2% inches long and 1% inches in diameter. The smoke container is attached to a black crepe paper parachute "hich is 30 inches in diameter. Strands of quickmatch are provided to permit ignition of the
smoke mix from the flash of the ejection charge. The smoke container
hold · 2.8 ounces of a smoke mix containing 35 per cent napthalene,
56 per cent potassium chlorate. 7.5 per cent antimony sulfide and a
priming layer of black po"der.
I n the launching of the smoke signal, percussion from the firing pin
of the grenade discharger initiates the primer of the 0.38-caliber cartridge. igniting the flash charge a11d delay train . The propelling charge
is set off through the flash vents in the cartridge case. Propelling gases
escaping through the propellant cup vent holes drive the signal from
the weapon and at the same time expanrl the bras expansion ring,
causing it to engage the rifting. The delay train ignites the ejection
charge, which expels the smoke unit and fires the quickmatch leading
to the smoke mix.
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1. Parachute (paper), 30 inches diameter.
2. Assembled round. ·
3. Shell body (cardboard).
4. Packing tin.
5. Expansion ring (sheet brass) . Fits over closure
block (13), and base of shell body (3).
6. Propellant cup (sheet brass), housing propellant
charge and cartridge (11) . Fits over end of
closure block (13).

7
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Closure discs (cardboard).
Tube (cardboard). Parachute (1) is folded
around tube.
Discs (cardboard) located between closure block
(13) and smoke container (10),
Smoke container (sheet iron).
.38 caliber cartridge (brass) .
Smoke container closure disc (wood).
Base closure block (wood) containing delay
and ejection charges.

When the signal is fired n·om the Japanese Model 89 grenade discharger set at maximum range, the smoke unit is ejected at an estimated height of 400 feet, 4.4 seconds after firing. The parachute opens
immediately and the smoke m1it produces a thin, black smoke and
\Yhite flame which burns erratically for 9.2 seconds. The smoke tmit
then detonates.
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GENERAL
TREND TOWARD BETTER JAPAN ESE PLANES
AND GUNS
While the small arms and artillery of th e Japanese army have been
and probably will con tinue to be inferior to the weapon used by the
armies of the United Nation . there has been a perceptible impronment in the power, speed and ruggenness of Japanese aircraft.
Together with the effort of the Japanese to develop better planes,
there has been an attempt to increase aircraft fiTe power. At the beginning of the war. the primary Japanese aircraft weapons wer e the
7.7-mm. the low-velocity 20-mm and the 12.7-mm guns. However ,
the trend as the war deYeloped has been to arm J a pane e plane 1rith
more guns. to replace 7.7-mm guns with 12.7-mm, and 20-mm gm1s,
and to develop more powerful guns of the latter caliber.
Higher velocity 20-mm Oedikon and German guns have appeared
in aircraft. A modification of the high velocity Model 97, :20-mm
antitank gun has appeared as a free mount gun in bombers; it is being
used even though it has a comparatively slow rate of fire. In order
t o meet the demand for guns of larger caliber single-. hot 37 -mm tank
guns ha ve enn been mounted in fighter planes, and it has been rep orted that 13-mm and 25-mm guns ha ve been mounted in a f ew
aircraft.
Ground weapons have also shown some improvement. Model 1
(1941) 47-mm antitank gun is a thoroughly modern high-velocity
weapon. with individually sprung wheels which permit rapid towing.
The new tank 37 -mm gun, designed in the same year, also shows
modern thought. Holl o" · charge ammunition has appeared in 75-mm
calibers and in rifle grenades. and may be expected in other sizes.
Effective armor-piercing high explosive ammunition for 75-lllln artiller y has also been r ecovered.
A s tanks and antitank weapons have been the subject of much
development activity by all belligerents, fmther Japanese changes in
such weapons may be anticipated. It is considered probable that the
Japanese will endeavor to furni sh their army with more effective
antitank guns and ammunition, but meager production fa cilities may
closely limit this activity. However. antitank stick grenades for t.he
37-mm gun-grenades sin1ilar to those used by the Germans-may
appear.
Japanese development of a weapon comparable t.o the German
bazooka or fau.Btpat?·one is believed to be a definite possibility. Such
an antitank weapon might be used effectively by the Japanese, whose
traditions call for close combat. Production of such a simple weapon
would put little strain on manufacturing facilities and the weapons
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could be readily transported to the battle fronts. Technical information for such a development is available from the Germans.
If production faci lities are available. major changes should be
expected in Japanese antiaircraft "eapons. \Yith the Japanese loss
of air superiority this is, no doubt their most serious 'Yeapon problem
next to aircraft.
It eem unlikely that any major changes will be made in the production of unarmored vehicles, clue to the impos ibility of creating
an automotive industry capable of buildino- enough vehicles or power
driven equipment to affect the outcome of the war.
As the industt·ial and research capacity of Japan is small in comparison with that of the United Nations, it can be anticipated that
the present superiority of United rr atiom: wr::rq · •H' \I ill continue to
increase despite all Japanese attempts to improve their weapons.
Distribution S mbols :
Armies (20); Depts (10); Def Comds (10); Ba e Comds (10);
Island Comds (10): Sectors (10); HD (10) · Maj Bases (Overseas)
(10); T of Opn (10); Sv C (10) · R & H (excluding Sep Bn) (5);
Arm & Sv Boards (2); RTC (150) ; Unit Trg Center (30) ; Posts,
Camps & Sta (1); Replacement Dep (65); Sv Sch (100) · ROTC
Unit (3) · Ord Dist (10) ·Tech Sv (10).
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